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FROM REVOLUTION TO

POST-REVOLUTION:

How Much Do We Really Know
about Yugoslav Politics?
By SUSAN LAMPLAND WOODWARD*

Ichak Adizes and Elisabeth Mann Borgese, eds., Self-Management: New
Dimensions to Democracy; Alternatives for a New Society. Santa Barbara,
California, and Oxford: ABC-Clio, Inc., I975, i62 pp., $I2.75 cloth; $4.75
paper.

Milovan Djilas, Parts of a Lifetime. Edited by Michael and Deborah Milenkovitch. New York and London: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1975, 442 pp.,
$I5.00.

Alex S. Edelstein, The Uses of Communication in Decision-Mating: A
Comparative Study of Yugoslavia and the United States. New York,
Washington, and London: Praeger Publishers (Praeger Special Studies

in International Politics and Government), I974, 270 pp., $I8.50.

G. David Garson, On Democratic Administration and Socialist Self-Management: A Comparative Survey Emphasizing the Yugoslav Experience.
Beverly Hills and London: Sage Publications, 1974, 53 pp., $2.50.
A. Ross Johnson, Yugoslavia: In the Twilight of Tito. Beverly Hills and
London: The Washington Papers, Sage Publications, I974, 67 pp., $2.50.
Lars Nord, Nonalignment and Socialism: Yugoslav Foreign Policy in

Theory and Practice. Stockholm: Raben and Sjogren, 1974, 306

kronor.
Fred Singleton, Twentieth-Century Yugoslavia. New York: Columbia Uni-

versity Press, I976, 346 pp., $I5.00 cloth; $5.95 paper.
Sharon Zukin, Beyond Marx and Tito: Theory and Practice in Yugoslav
Socialism. London and New York: Cambridge University Press, I975,
302 pp., $15.50.

H ISTORY deals no more even-handedly with nations than fate

does with individuals, and the impact on national pride and self
consciousness is real. In i959, Milovan Djilas exulted for Yugoslavia:
"Revolution introduced us into the world arena and everything that is

humane will be exposed to the world.... Long enough have we been
the orphans of history" (p. ii8). Social scientists' treatment of con* I would like to thank Robert Bezucha for his generous help on this article.
World Politics, October 1977, Vol. XXX, No. I ? 1977 by Princeton University Press
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temporary Yugoslavia, however, threatens to undermine the recognition won by its revolution and subsequent independent path.
A part of the problem lies with the subject. Although the sheer quantity of published research on Yugoslavia in the last decade suggests that
inaccessibility is no longer an obstacle, some topics cannot be studied
in Yugoslavia, and certain categories of quantitative data are unavailable. Further, a vital stage of scholarship, rich in detail and accurate in
description, is missing for postwar and, to a certain extent, interwar
Yugoslavia-lost somewhere between old-fashioned political history
and the application of current economic and behavioral analysis. What
other country is still known to the reading public by a travelogue of
the I930's, full of the prejudices of the day and of its author?' Neither
the romantic image of the Balkans nor the Iron Curtain label on the

Yugoslav state have been supplanted in the public's mind.
The real difficulty, however, seems to lie in the concepts, assumptions,
and questions with which many scholars approach their study of Yugoslavia. When a perceptual apparatus based on the particular meaning
of certain behavior and of politics in modern American society skims
the surface of a society that is structurally and ideologically so different,
much distortion necessarily occurs.2 Despite recent attention to the

provincialism of behavioralism, the blindness of operationalism to the
cultural essence of social action, and the ideological assumptions built
into the epistemology of the current discipline of political science,3
little has been done to examine the result of such biases in studies of any
particular society. On the contrary, the meanings of behavior within
the American context have become the givens-the known constantsof comparative analysis, and the scholarly enterprise has become that
of locating behavioral "equivalents" beneath cultural "particularities."
Once the generalizations have been made, it is all too easy to forget
that behavior is meaningless outside its structural and cultural context
1 Rebecca West, Black Lamb and Grey Falcon: A Journey through Yugoslavia, 2 vols.
(New York: Viking Press i964; first published in I940, I941).

2One might use Zeno's paradox ("A Cretan says all Cretans are liars"), and par-

ticularly a modern reformulation of it ("Social scientists say that every man's knowledge
of society is the product of that society") to invalidate this position. Reinhard Bendix,
"The Age of Ideology: Persistent and Changing," in David E. Apter, ed., Ideology and
Discontent (New York: Free Press i964), 325, n.24. On the contrary, I want to argue
here that the paradox has been considered an excuse to focus attention on technique
and to avoid the kind of rigorous analytical self-consciousness which it suggests is
essential.

3For relevant examples, see Clifford Geertz, "Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture," in Geertz, The Interpretation of Cultures: Selected Essays

(New York: Basic Books I973), 3-30, and Adam Przeworski, "Production of Social

Relations: Comments Prepared for Panel on Comparative Politics," paper presented
to the I976 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association.
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unless that context is incorpora
being made. Unfortunately, this tendency-to see culture, and in its
political aspect, ideology, as a removable mask rather than as an essential part of the subject (social action) itself-is reinforced by the
behavioralist's concern with objectivity. The attempt to separate an ob-

server's values from the "facts" he is observing has made values of any

kind, even the meaning of the behavior observed, suspect. This segregation of values has been reinforced and institutionalized by the disciplinary separation of political philosophy from political science.
As a postrevolutionary society whose politics are entwined with an

ideology that is explicit, conscious, aimed at a transformation of the
forms of social action of an entire society, and thus only partially

integrated into current behavior, Yugoslavia was bound to pose difficulties to scholars in the behavioralist tradition. Its ideology became the
subject either of those interested in the systematic exposition of ideas,
the origins of these ideas among leaders, and the relation of these ideas
to the great philosophies, or of those who saw ideology as cover, vision,
or weapon of those in power. One consequence was to rigidify an already inappropriate distinction between rulers and the masses; another
was to identify ideology as normative theory, equating it with only one
of its many functions. The literature painted one of two distorted
images. The Hero (drawn predominantly by political philosophers)
was self-managing, progressive, anti-Stalinist, and socialist "with a
human face." The Villain (drawn predominantly by political scientists) was a one-party authoritarian state, an embarrassment to its
proclaimed ideals. Seen from the perspective of political behavior in
Western competitive party systems, the two images were occasionally
represented as alternating stages in a zigzag between liberal and conservative periods of federal politics. More often, however, they became
the sides of a chasm called "the gap between theory and practice." With
few exceptions, only those scholars openly committed to a moral evaluation of Yugoslav politics have combined the two images in their
analysis; in an ironic reversal of the logic of scientific inquiry, however,
their question (whether asked hopefully or skeptically) often has become "Do the facts fulfill the theory (the ideology) ?" rather than

"Does my empirical theory fit the facts?" Many other writers have
provided as many "facts" as they command, with much of the description as interesting as the country itself, but innocent of any susceptibility to either ideology or power.4
4 Two exceptions are Bogdan Denitch, The Legitimation of a Revolution: The
Yugoslav Case (New Haven and London: Yale University Press 1976) and Dennison
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know about Yugoslav politics. I want to suggest that, by changing
spectacles, social scientists may yet give Yugoslavia its due exposure as
Djilas once expected.

"The function of ideology is to make an autonomous politics possible

by providing the authoritative concepts that render it meaningful."'
That is, "ideologies are always concerned with authority"' because they
define the context and modes of political action which are legitimate.
The interplay between authority and ideology is most apparent during
political revolution since it is fought primarily to give a new set of
rulers the right to impose their own definition of social order. The
changes in forms of social action subsequently introduced make the
period after the political revolution more revolutionary in reality than
it is in appearance, but this fact is obscured by scholars who fail to
realize that the relationship between ideology and authority is constantly changing. In Yugoslavia both of these changes show up in the
constant adaptation of the language of social interaction. Since it is this
conscious process of collective redefinition that interests political
scientists, they are naturally attracted to the new language. To decipher
it, much time is spent in translation, explication de texte, and relating
new forms to content. At a certain stage, skilled "translators" are the
respected figures of the profession.7 But this approach has its dangers:
at that stage, the form is so obvious that it may be thought not to
represent anything real and so be dismissed, or the language may be
overvalued and take on a life of its own apart from the action it guides.
Above all, the political purposes of this definitional instrument may be
forgotten.

The threat of misinterpretation is greatest when, as is the case with
most descriptive accounts of Yugoslav developments, the translation is
not a prelude to analysis. A. Ross Johnson's Yugoslavia: In the Twilight
Rusinow, The Yugoslav Experiment 1948-i974 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University
of California Press I977).
5Clifford Geertz, "Ideology As a Cultural System," in Geertz (fn. 3), 2I8.
6Edward Shils, "The Concept and Function of Ideology," in David L. Sills, ed.,

International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (New York: Macmillan and Free

Press I968), VII, 68.
7The dependence of students of Yugoslav politics on the current doyen of interpreters, Dennison Rusinow, who writes for the American Universities Field Staff,
illustrates the significance of this skill.
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of Tito, a monograph on "curren
the author a place among the ski
the tendency to ignore new mea
Johnson's discussion focuses on the recent devolution of federal
powers to the republics (regions), on events which in his view foreshadow the direction of politics after the death of octogenarian President Tito, and on two neglected subjects-the army and its civilian
counterpart, General People's Defense.9 Although Johnson's discussion
provides few clues-either for extending his analysis in time or beyond
the narrow reaches of palace politics, or for predicting internal politics
should the "external threat" (p. 57) to Yugoslav integrity intensify-

it does achieve a welcome tone of balance. It is neither of the Hero nor
the Villain school, as fits the descriptive mode. While emphasizing the
centrist tendencies of recent policy, Johnson's approach to the immediate cause of this centrism-the "nationalist crisis" of i967-197i-provides an example of the pitfalls of mere translation.
For Johnson, the "key domestic Yugoslav issue" (p. 2) is multiethnic
conflict (ironically, called the "national question" by Yugoslavs), which
he melodramatically identifies as "national hatreds of an intensity unsurpassed in modern Europe [which] have been submerged, not up-

rooted" (p. 54). Although it would be foolish to reduce the problem
of ethnic nationalism in Yugoslavia to its ideological context, it is also
unwise to forget that context. One should remember that the soil in
which Yugoslav Marxists grew was infested not only with poverty and
inequality, but also with nationalist conflict which eventually eroded
the legitimacy of the Kingdom; and, as Habermas reminds us, "The
theoretical interpretations in terms of which the subjects come to know
themselves and their situation are retrospective . . . changes of attitudes

which result from insight into causalities in the past."'" The Yugoslav
economist Branko Horvat puts it another way: any attempt to improve
the world begins with "a blueprint for a good society in which the
8 Johnson is also the author of an intelligent study of the ideological origins of Tito-

ism, The Transformation of Communist Ideology: The Yugoslav Case I945-1953 (Cambridge: MIT Press I972). Readers should be made aware, however, that the monograph
contains some surprising misspellings, such as the reference on page i8 to Senja
Dapcevic-Kular rather than the correct Savka Dabcevic-Kucar.
9 Since the nationalist crisis of I97I, however, heightened concern in the West about
the role that the army might play in any future Yugoslav crisis, whether over succession
to Tito or a renewal of the nationalist threat of secession, has stimulated research. The
best recent article is Robert W. Dean, "Civil-Military Relations in Yugoslavia, 1971-75,"
Armed Forces and Society, iII (Fall I976), I7-50.

-0 Jiirgen Habermas, Theory and Practice, trans. by John Viertel (Boston: Beacon
Press I973), 32-40; quote from 38-39, emphasis in original.
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manifest evils of the presen
civil war, the Marxists co
the 1930's if they were to sta
(both as theoretical interpret
alist strife to the traits of th
aspect of ethnic identity as illegitimate, and so felt safe in fulfilling
their wartime promises of ethnic equality in the new regime. But their
tactics, a product also of retrospection,12 were organizational, and they
created a structure which, as it became more rather than less important,
provided an arena for political expression of the ethnic conflict that they
had expected to disappear.
Popular memories of the interwar conflict reinforce the rulers' definition of the situation, for the same Yugoslavs who consider the power
of the League of Communists a contradiction in their self-managing
society also grant legitimacy to this power when it appears essential to
Yugoslav independence and the survival of the socialist regime. The
threats to survival that Yugoslavs perceive are those of civil war or
internal dissension arising from national conflicts, which would give
an excuse for foreign intervention or subversion; therefore, the very
nationalist expression that poses a challenge to the League's legitimacy
also strengthens it. Foreign scholars, concerned as they often are with
Yugoslav political stability and the growth of modern, nonparticularistic identities, are inclined to support the perspective of the party as
sole integrator in Yugoslavia. In Johnson's version of this common
attitude, "continued LCY [League of Communists of Yugoslavia] rule
is probably a precondition of domestic unity, for no alternative, allYugoslav state-preserving political force is at hand" (p. 55). It may be
the

that the League itself is ambivalent about manifestations of "the national question" since it benefits when political issues are cast in nationalist language, making the terms of conflict unbargainable, compromise
impossible, and the imposition of its authority imperative.13
-- Horvat, "A New Social System in the Making: Historical Origins and Development of Self-governing Socialism," in Branko Horvat, Mihailo Markovic, and Rudi

Supek, eds., Self-governing Socialism, 2 vols. (White Plains, N.Y.: International Ar

and Sciences Press I975), I, 3.
12 The European workers' movement had by then become tied to organizational
solutions; further, it was generally considered that the failure of the Kingdom had
been its unitary structure, its unwillingness to federalize.
13 See Dennison Rusinow, "A Note On Yugoslavia: i972," American Universities
Fieldstafl Reports, Southeast Europe Series, XIX:3, on the paralysis of decision making
at the center, caused by republican veto politics in the nationalist crisis of i967-I971.
Much has been written lately, particularly in Europe, on issues in multicultural politics
which are unbargainable. See, for example, Richard Rose, Governing Without Consensus: An Irish Perspective (Boston: Beacon Press I971).
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At the same time, political competition in Yugoslavia is structured

to highlight nationalist coloration. Since political, administrative, ethno-

historical, and, to a certain extent, even economic boundaries coincide
in the federal structure, any organized attempt to challenge the current
distribution of power and privileges which does not begin at the center
can easily be associated with the interests of one nationality, and so becomes a threat to the others. Once an issue is perceived as a disagreement among national groups, all the symbols, allegiances, and sentiments of the past are readily available to those prepared to manipulate
them;"4 the lack of regular political participation outside the League
means that such manipulation is likely to lead to enthusiasm and excess.
Played skillfully, the game promises high returns, for ideological guarantees of national equality ensure attention to the demands; but the
risks are also high. The central leadership can use a threat of nationalist
revival to impose authority, as it did in 1971-I972, on the grounds of
state survival.
As long as the game of politics remains within party walls, there
seems to be no vital concern over its nationalist potential; but when the
contest includes an appeal for outside support or encourages popular
participation, political identity is automatically perceived on the basis
of ethnic identity; the competition becomes, by definition, illegitimate
and a crisis of the system. Consider, for instance, the difference between

i966 and 1971. The purge of Vice President Rankovic in i966 has been
retrospectively viewed as a victory for non-Serbian nations, particularly

the Albanians and the Croats; yet it has never been labelled a "nationalist crisis." On the other hand, the Croatian students who protested federal regulations governing the distribution of foreign currency in their

strike in November I97i-an attempt at political participation-were
assumed to be nationalists from the start; the inability of the Croatian
League to maintain control of the events brought on a crisis.
Johnson states that "institutionalization of the political system had
not developed by 1972 to the degree asserted by some Western scholars"
(p. 12), and that the key conflicts in the last decade have been over

decentralization-"the issue of federal versus republican control"
(p. 13); yet he continues to view the national issue as "the country's
most urgent internal task" (p. 2). As a result of this automatic acceptance of the public interpretation and of the Balkan inclination to reflex
historicism, he diverts attention from the source of conflicts to their
14In fact, the issues precede any Serb-Croat conflict; for a discussion of Croatian,
grievances against the Hungarians after the establishment of the Dual Monarchy, which
parallel those of I967-I97I, see Oscar Jaszi, "Croatia versus Hungary," in The Dissolution of the Habsburg Monarchy (Chicago: University of Chicago Press I929), 366-375.
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institutional expression. Moreover, he fails to analyze the crucial role

of leaders in the political definition of inevitable processes of social and
cultural differentiation,15 and ignores developments that pose a serious
challenge to the regime but receive little attention from leaders or the
press.16 After all, what a priori political interpretation would one attach
to the following story of national feeling told by Fred Singleton?
The well-known Serbian painter, Milic of Macva . . . returned a letter

sent to him by the National Museum of Valjevo17 with a covering note
stating that: "the Milic of Macva Atelier receives no letter written in
the Latin alphabet from the Socialist Republics of Serbia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Montenegro or Macedonia.... If you wish to write me in the
Latin alphabet, please do so from Croatia or Slovenia" (Singleton, 230).

The scholar who labors to penetrate the social definition imposed by
an ideology without taking into account its relation to authority will
also encounter difficulties in the translation itself. As he is translating
to as well as from a set of ideologically defined perceptions, the reader
-and even the translator-may supply his own political context for
the one that is missing. For example, Johnson identifies the political
attack on philosophy professors at Belgrade University with the conservative response to the nationalist crisis of 197i because the purge

occurred in 1974;8 yet evidence suggests it was the final step in Tito's
revenge for the professors' support of the student protests of i968 (see,
for instance, Singleton, 299). Johnson "mistranslates," apparently assuming a sequentiality appropriate to electoral competition in Western
democracies. Even apart from the assumptions that partisan labels carry
single, recognized meanings over time, and that such swings characterize all politics, this approach would trim off a great deal of meat with
the fat in order to satisfy the Western palate. It confuses the nature of
power with the locus of power; it ignores the differences between political spheres in Yugoslavia, the constant concern with legitimation in
one-party states, and the changes possible by simply changing person-

nel; it interprets authoritarianism as a product of traditional culture;19
15 Rusinow (fn. I3), emphasizes this key role of leaders. See also his four-part

article, "Crisis in Croatia," ibid., xix, Nos. 4-7.

16For example, the growing differences between the socialist and private sectors:
the acute urban-rural differences and the split between the socialist and private workers.

See Ellen Comisso, Workers' Control between Plan and Market, unpub., chap. 5,
"Market Socialism in Yugoslavia: Inequalities and Economic Performance."
17 Valjevo is located in the Republic of Serbia where the Cyrillic alphabet predominates.

18 Johnson refers to the "campaign against 'liberalism'" (p. 28); the nine faculty
members have since lost their teaching posts; see Johnson, 26-28.
19 Remarkable similarities in Yugoslav and Chinese politics, such as the authoritarian
structure, a reliance on technocrats at crucial points, and particularly the popular in-
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and it loses a valuable opportunity to study politics where goal and
method are considered separable.
Another approach to the difficulties of translation which plague all

descriptive writing on Yugoslavia is to view ideology as rationalization
and consciously eliminate its defining role from serious consideration.
Politics is presented as a catalogue of problems to which practical persons offer temporary solutions based on a straightforward recognition
of the complexity of the issues. The value of such an approach, as Fred
Singleton's Twentieth-Century Yugoslavia shows, lies in its emphasis
on the importance of context to policy, on the process of daily accom-

modation at the base of Yugoslav survival, and on the probability that
a focus on doctrine alone would underestimate the responsiveness of
ideas and leaders to conditions that threaten the security of those in
power.
Thus Singleton tells us that "Yugoslavs have rarely let ideology
impede pragmatism for very long, and their ideology is remarkably
malleable" (p. i59). Nationalism-"only one of the many problems
which face the Yugoslavs" (p. 288)-iS introduced by a thorough presentation of its historical, demographic, economic, and legal background, removing any doubt as to the Yugoslavs' sensitivity to it. A
"shotgun marriage" (p. 66) created the Yugoslav state in i9i8 and wed
peoples on two sides of an ancient "great cultural divide" (p. 30) that
was subsequently reinforced by regionally patterned, economic inequalities. Changing patterns of natural population increase and migration
(p. 223), an imbalance between levels of economic development and
of possession of natural resources (p. 22) which portends future difficulties as in Belgium and Britain, and a failure of governmental policy
"to close the gap in income level between the developed and underdeveloped regions" (p. 257), have all helped to keep sensitivities alive.
Even though the Communists "believed that they had solved the problem" (p. 223) in the early postrevolutionary days, it erupted again in
the late i960's for at least three reasons: (i) feelings of group (ethnic)
resentment and exploitation, even "deep-rooted anxieties about the
survival of the nation [that is, ethnic group]" (p. 226) aroused by the
structural inequalities in the economy; (2) "the tendency for policy
makers and officials to develop a loyalty to the institutions in which
clination to petition the ruler personally in times of difficulty, are usually attributed in
the individual cases to the persistence of cultural traditions, despite the obvious differences between the two cultures. For China, see Joseph Lelyveld's review of The Wind
Will Not Subside by David Milton and Nancy Dall Milton and of Mao Tse-tung by

Lucian Pye, in the New York Times Book Review, May 9, i976, p. 6.
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(pp. 238-39), or what Djilas labels "bureaucratic nationalism" (Djilas,

382-85, 50i); and (3) expansion of "the area of permitted dissent"
(p. 225), which allowed public expression of popular grievances.
Despite these political aggravations, Singleton views Yugoslav nationalism at root as "the world problem of relations between developed and

underdeveloped regions" (p. 243), with the additional difficulty that
"regional differences in economic development are reinforced by cultural, linguistic and religious differences between the [Yugoslav]

peoples" (p. 243).
Singleton is a seasoned observer of the Yugoslav scene; his book
reflects knowledge and reasoned judgment, although he makes no attempt at more than casual analysis or at revising interpretations systematically, and the untutored reader is left with an overwhelming

complexity. What is important, however, is that Singleton's pragmatic
approach and insolicitude to the role of ideology-even while he
focuses on leaders and problem solving-leads him to deceptively
apolitical, and often gloomy, conclusions. In the end, Singleton, like
Johnson, views nationalism as a problem capable of solution rather
than'a collection of attitudes and behaviors whose definition as a problem, and thus whose resolution, depends on politics.
Self-Management: New Dimensions to Democracy; Alternatives for
a New Society stands in contrast to Singleton's approach. It is a record
of a seminar on participatory systems in Yugoslavia, Norway, and
Israel, held at the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions,
arranged and edited by Ichak Adizes and Elisabeth Mann Borgese. The
constraints of setting are missing, the participatory systems are skeletal

abstractions of their real selves, but the attention to the consequences
of ideological definition for each is invaluable. The articles by Adizes
and Kardelj particularly, as well as the recorded dialogue among participants, should convince readers that empirical analysis of workers'
self-management cannot afford to ignore the role of social definition.20
20 See also the work of industrial sociologists, best represented in this case by Josip
2upanov, for further attention to the importance of definition; two especially useful
examples are 2upanov, "Yugoslavia: A Socialist Alternative," in Charles De Hoghton,

ed., The Company: Law, Structure and Reform in Eleven Countries (London: P.E.P.,
and Allen and Unwin 1970), 320-36, and "Proizvodja' i riziko" [The Producer and
Risk], in 2upanov, Samoupravijanje i Drultvena Mo& [Self-management and Social
Power] (Zagreb: Nase Teme i969), I3-38. See also Adizes, Industrial Democracy

Yugoslav Style: The Effect of Decentralization on Organizational Behavior (Ne
Free Press I97I), and Deborah D. Milenkovitch, Plan and Market in Yugoslav

nomic Thought (New Haven and London: Yale University Press i97i).
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Adizes's article places the Yugosl
participatory systems and prope
ture of relationships within an organization rather than characteristics of isolated behavior; it translates the conceptual model of selfmanagement by comparing it explicitly to both market and statist
systems (which, Adize argues, together pose the alternative to "community systems" such as the Yugoslav). Although he uses a borrowed
framework of the productive process for comparison (the inputs of

labor, capital, and natural resources, and their managerial prerogatives
in each system), he succeeds in incorporating both the Yugoslav context and the interplay between politics and conditions. Indeed, Adizes's

assessment of the Yugoslav experience with self-management is that
current difficulties are a product of ideological assumptions about and
thus definitions of the role of capital in particular (and so the concept
of social ownership), and of the manager in the self-managing enterprise. Elsewhere Adizes argues that environmental pressures in Yugoslavia require ideological changes for adaptation, and that "If those
changes will not take place now, while Tito's leadership exists, one
wonders if future leaders will have enough power to counter the turbulence that might occur when these ideological changes will be called
for."2"

II

The unusual earnestness with which Yugoslavs seem to take their
ideology initially attracted many of us to study socialist Yugoslavia.
Ironically, however, this admiration has often led into a trap when

questions for research are formulated. The ideology is viewed only as
a set of ideals and is placed on a pedestal; the approach has become tied
to measuring how close daily life has come to these ideals-to an evaluation, that is, of "the gap between theory and practice." As a result, the
whole from which information is drawn remains hidden from view;
what is lost is a sense of a fully functioning society in which people
(who are neither infallible nor humorless) live their lives.

Thus, in Nonalignment and Socialism: Yugoslav Foreign Policy in
Theory and Practice, Lars Nord chooses Yugoslavia because its "foreign
policy has a far more elaborate theoretical framework than that of any
other nonaligned country" (p. 4). His intention is to investigate "the
incompatibility of nonalignment and socialism" (p. 4), an aim which
he later defines as "the compatibility between ends and means"
21 Adizes, "Economic Change in Yugoslavia," East Europe, xxi (August I972), I4.
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(p. 8o).22 Accordingly, Nord divides his work into two parts. Part I
presents theory as the concepts of imperialism, world revolution, and
peaceful coexistence elaborated by Marx, Lenin, Stalin, and the Communist Parties of the Soviet Union, China, and Yugoslavia; he also presents
it as a set of goals-general (that is, nonalignment), socialism, and na-

tional security-which specify the principles of Yugoslav foreign policy

(pp. 71-73). In Part II, he depicts practice in the form of three conferences of nonaligned nations (at Belgrade, Cairo, and Lusaka), and four
events of international conflict (Suez and Hungary, both in i956, the

Arab-Israeli war of June i967, and Czechoslovakia in i968). Using
content analysis of official statements from each case, Nord codes the
extent to which Yugoslav goals were promoted. His quantitative meas-

ures argue that the policy of nonalignment was unsuccessful: the nonalignment conferences failed to promote goals of national security; the

cases of conflict, while promoting goals of socialism and national security, did not promote goals of nonalignment. Seeming to reverse himself, Nord concludes that Yugoslavia's socialist theory is a "handicap"
(p. 286) to the foreign policy devised to promote it.
Quite apart from methodological criticisms (his choice of cases, the
source of data, the method of coding, and the extent to which his find-

ings are influenced by his definition of goals), it is Nord's view of
ideology, practice, and their interrelationship that leads him into
trouble. Having begun with an interest in the compatibility of nonalignment as means and socialism as end, Nord concludes by identifying nonalignment as a principle derived from socialist theory, as a goal

in conflict with socialist goals, and as a practice consisting of official
restatement of ideological principles that are abandoned when they
conflict. What is it about ideology that leads to such confusion?

Even more surprising is the fact that Nord neglects the essentially
political role of nonalignment for Yugoslavs, as well as the blatant
differences among the foreign policies of socialist states. At the close
of Part I, he suspects that "a characteristic trait of socialist states" is
"expressing and disguising political measures in ideological terms"
22 In contrast to Alvin Rubinstein, who attempts to explain the choice of a policy of
nonalignment by its fortuitous linking of theory and practice (it "was ideologically
congenial and politically feasible"), Nord believes that such an approach leads to
description only and fails to relate ends to means (p. 4). See Rubinstein, Yugoslavia
and the Nonaligned World (Princeton: Princeton University Press I970), 37; for other
studies of Yugoslav nonalignment, see John C. Campbell, Tito's Separate Road (New
York: Harper and Row i967); Leo Mates, Nonalignment, Theory and Current Policy
(New York: Oceana Publications 1972); and B. Dadi6, ed., Jugoslavija u svetu.

Medjunarodni odnosi i spolina politika Jugoslavije 1941-I969 [Yugoslavia in the W
International Relations and Yugoslav Foreign Policy I94i-ig6g] (Belgrade: Mladost
I970) .
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nize the domestic origin of foreign policy,23 the repercussions of inter-

national conflict on socialism at home (a domestic goal),24 and the
range of diplomatic actions included in the policy of nonalignment
(such as elaborate electoral politics in the United Nations), Nord over-

looks the richness of the international arena (where various ideologies
do coexist) as a source of inquiry into the link between normative

theory and practice. Consider, for instance, the following article hidden
on the back pages of the New York Times:
As a result of changes in Yugoslav policy toward foreign investment,
the Dow Chemical Company and Yugoslavia's largest oil and petrochemical company, INA, signed an agreement recently to build a petro-

chemical complex in Yugoslavia. The largest American investment in

Yugoslavia ever, Dow's share of the partnership will be 4900. It will be
jointly managed by DOW and INA.25

The gradual return of about a million Yugoslavs now temporarily
working-and learning-in capitalist countries is another example.26
Both cases raise questions about self-managing socialism and the role
of foreign policy about which Yugoslavs, at any rate, are worried.
One could disregard Nord's approach for any number of reasons, but
it is a popular one. Its reappearance in far more elaborate form in

Sharon Zukin's Beyond Marx and Tito: Theory and Practice in Yugoslav Socialism suggests the need for a second look. Zukin argues that
her "interest in studying alternative forms of socialism" (p. 2) demands
an examination of "how everyday practice diverges not only from
23 Stipe Suvar, a prominent and politically active Yugoslav sociologist, uncategorically
states, "If we were to have something different [than self-managing production relations], then it's all the same to me whether Yugoslavia remains united or falls, which

country will establish hegemony over us, and so forth." Samoupravijanje i druge alternative [Self-management and Other Alternatives] (Zagreb: Nase Teme I972), I83. Robin
Remington argues that "in this maverick socialist state the issues of internal and international security are hopelessly entangled. They cannot be isolated; it is artificial to
deal with them separately." See "Yugoslavia and European Security," Orbis, xvii (Spring
1973), 98. It is also worth remembering that the problem of counterrevolution, fostered
either by emigres or the Soviet Union, is an issue of foreign rather than domestic

policy for Yugoslav leaders.

24 See, for instance, Johnson's discussion of General People's Defense (pp. 43-50), a
clear example of the domestic repercussions of one of the cases Nord considers-Czechoslovakia i968; self-management itself began as a domestic response to foreign politics,
as a memorable strategy in the war against the Soviet Union after the Cominform
Resolution of I9A8.

25 "Dow and Yugoslavs Sign a Record Deal," New York Times, March 27, I976, p.
26 See William Zimmerman, "National-International Linkages in Yugoslavia: The

Political Consequences of Openness," paper presented to the I973 Annual Meeting of

the American Political Science Association; Zimmerman maintains that Yugoslavia is
a particularly good example of obvious "international-national linkages" (p. 5), and
illustrates his argument with the case of foreign workers from Yugoslavia.
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Marxist theory, but also from official Yugoslav ideology" (p. 4). Her
format is much the same as Nord's: first ideology, then practice, and
finally a judgment. Zukin views the latter more broadly as "social
criticism"-offering Yugoslavs, "as well as other readers, several categories for thinking about and some standards for positively criticizing
their society" (p. 266). In addition, the topic "calls for" sociological as
well as social criticism (p. 267). This criticism is aimed at current
"comparative sociological and political research" (p. 267): an "imperialistic, quantitative social science" (p. 267), which "tends to exploit
its subjects" (p. 268) with "mechanistic concepts and abstract categories" (p. 268), and as such is inappropriate to a study of socialist
ideology in Yugoslavia: its questions are "unrelated to either the lifeproblems of real people or the struggle toward universal and societal
goals" (p. 268).27 According to Zukin, one must examine "the lives of
ordinary citizens" (p. i) rather than "elites, processes, and institutions"
(p. 2); that focus is noticeably absent from the other studies in this
review. Finally, since the "gap" between ideological prescriptions and
practice is created by the practical response of masses "with degrees of
belief or disbelief, participation or withdrawal" (p. 4) to choices offered
by a leadership and its ideology, ideology-itself reified and abstracted
-becomes the measure of public attitudes and behavior in contemporary Yugoslav society. Zukin's concept of ideology shapes the remainder
of the study.

As social critic, Zukin argues that Yugoslavs do not behave as socialists ought; that self-management is irrelevant to her subjects' lives;
that politics are no less professionalized, hierarchical, and exclusivist
than elsewhere; that industrialization and traditional culture have influenced social consciousness more than "socialist humanism" (p. i98),
and have produced corruption, self-interest, and a race for the dinar
rather than social relations of mutual respect, trust, a sense of social
obligation, and self-managing communalism (p. 34); that youth are
apathetic and skeptical and their parents disillusioned; in sum, that
economic development and socialist goals are in conflict. The fault lies
27 I do not mean to imply that her assertion is always misplaced, as a glance at Alex

S. Edelstein, The Uses of Communication in Decision-Making: A Comparative Study
of Yugoslavia and the United States (New York: Praeger I974) will show. A compilation of I41 tables of percentages of responses to a survey, without sample sizes or any

indication of the raw data on which these percentages are calculated, with 23 chapters
giving a verbal rendition of the statistics, and no more analysis than an occasional "we
found this to be of interest" (p. 69), it also illustrates the consequences of ignoring the
Yugoslav context and of applying a foreign framework. Although its title refers to an
increasingly crucial problem in the system of self-management, a subject of interest to
many, it is actually a study of citizens' use of the mass media.
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with "the leadership's opportunism or pragmatism" which creates a
"conceptual confusion between politics and economics" (p. 240). She
does not specify what would not be confusing. Like Nord, she concludes

that the problems are inherent in the ideology itself (pp. 7V-75).
Why is this final step necessary? Many of her interpretations are
shared by others.28 By her own admission of a parti pris for "participatory democracy and economic equality" (p. 265), there is a hint of
utopianism and of prior expectations that reflect Polanyi's paradox.29
As she says at the outset, "Perhaps I was reacting with the American
distrust of (another country's) political slogans, or with my generation's disillusionment with established priorities, but I wondered how
far institutionalized self-management had reached into the lives of
ordinary citizens" (p. i).
The ideology guiding Beyond Marx and Tito is that of revolutionary
fervor: a Utopian promise, an incitement to action, a bond of comradeship, a reason for sacrifice. It originates with leadership and, before it,
with thought; it is philosophical and pure despite the intensely realistic
conditions of battle; and it does not represent the ideology of a regime
in power. Zukin turns to two philosophers (purged critics of the
regime), Milovan Djilas and Svetozar Stojanovic, and one less critical
academic, Najdan Pasic, rather than to a Tito, Kardelj, or Bakaric, for
the official ideology. She ignores both Habermas's distinction among
theory, the organization of enlightenment, and the political struggle,30
28 William N. Dunn, in a provocative article, "Ideology and Organization in Socialist Yugoslavia: Modernization and the Obsolescence of Praxis," Newsletter on Comparative Studies of Communism, v (August I972), 2I-56, focuses on the "tension" that
"derives from an inherently inconsistent and ineffective combination of sociocultural

goals (socialism) and utilitarian modes of compliance (material incentives)" (p. 25n.);
Adizes (fn. 2I), I4, also currently finds "disenchantment" among Yugoslavs with their
system of self-management.

29 The term is David Apter's, in "Introduction: Ideology and Discontent," in Apter
(fn. 2), I5-i6, and refers to Polanyi's characterization of the modern mind: "A new
destructive scepticism is linked here to a new passionate social conscience; an utter disbelief in the spirit of man is coupled with extravagant moral demands. We see at work
here the form of action which has already dealt so many shattering blows to the modern
world: the chisel of scepticism driven by the hammer of social passion."

30 Habermas (fn. IO), 32, writes, "The mediation of theory and praxis can only be

clarified if to begin with we distinguish three functions, which are measured in terms
of different criteria: the formation and extension of critical theorems, which can stand
up to scientific discourse; the organization of processes of enlightenment, in which
such theorems are applied and can be tested in a unique manner by the initiation of
processes of reflection carried on within certain groups toward which these processes
have been directed; and the selection of appropriate strategies, the solution of tactical
questions, and the conduct of the political struggle. On the first level, the aim is true
statements, on the second, authentic insights, and on the third, prudent decisions.
Because in the tradition of the European working-class movement all three tasks at
once were assigned to the party organization, the specific differences' have become
obscured...."
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revolutionary spirit.
In place of self-management, she finds that "Yugoslavs' perceptions

of socialism are related to their standard of living" (p. 77) with which

they are "preoccupied" (pp. 78, 98), and that they equate socialism
with a "tremendous change in lifestyle" (p. 79) and self-management
with "economic rights" (p. 77, 98). Self-management does not "appear
as salient to ordinary citizens as other formative experiences" such as
upward social mobility, the struggle for wealth, and the war and its
aftermath (p. 77). Yet, if we accept that ideology becomes a part of
consciousness through retrospective reflection on the manifest evils of
a regime and one's place in it, such attitudes are not at all unexpected.
For ordinary Yugoslavs, the aims of their revolution were social and
economic justice: "It was misery that led many to take up the Communist path" (Djilas, 23). No one died for self-management; it is the
product of a struggle among leaderships, incorporated by legislation
into the ideology a decade later. If one perceives disgruntlement in
Zukin's material, it is with persistent economic inequalities rather than
with domination by superiors. As one of her respondents says, "You
know, self-management without a material base isn't self-management"

(p. 98).

In place of revolutionary fervor, Zukin finds a "decline of revolutionary activism" (p. I20), a lack of public spirit, a disillusionment and
cynicism made even more pronounced by the romantic memories which
the older generation nurses of the golden age of struggle and personal
involvement (pp. 9I-92). Young people care more about completing
their education than about self-management. Voluntary work brigades
have been replaced by monetary investment in social projects where
the return, the author asserts, is more important than the contribution
(p. I29). Although she documents an important change, it is not the
atrophy of ideology but of its revolutionary function.32 Forms of social
action are not more or less ideologically correct so much as their ideological character depends on and varies with conditions.
Zukin bestows her greatest attention on change in human character
under socialist rule. Perhaps because such change is the least developed
31 See Singleton, 286-87, for example; the reference to scholars here includes what the
Yugoslavs call the "humanistic intelligentsia," rather than the "technical intelligentsia."

32 Dunn (fn. 28), also sees a decline in the function of mobilization with post-

revolutionary, more settled conditions in Yugoslavia. Oddly enough-especially if one
takes a Gramscian view of things-he calls this an "obsolescence of praxis."
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aspect of socialist doctrine, she is forced to rely on her own concept
of socialist behavior and becomes trapped by the tradition in which she
was trained. To counter behavioralism, she looks to the techniques of
anthropologists like Oscar Lewis: the in-depth, prolonged study of
selected families to probe into "the consciousness of ordinary citizens"
(p. 278). Unlike an anthropologist, however, she never gives us her
questions, and she ascribes her own meaning to the responses. Where
one would expect her to rely most heavily on her informants-for in-

stance, in the chapter on "Cultural Parameters of Yugoslav Society"she abandons them and turns to the work of other social scientists.
Similarly, her evaluation of behavior-public interaction and political
participation-is based on her own experience in Yugoslavia rather
than on that of her subjects. Yet, when information about attitudes is

needed, the subjects are allowed to speak directly for themselves.33 In
spite of her distaste for the way social scientists absorb living individuals
into the abstractions of their concepts, she lets her respondents represent
all of Yugoslav society. Perhaps out of concern to avoid what she sees
as the exploitation of quantification, her sample consists of ten families,
all Serbs from Belgrade, chosen casually through acquaintances and
interviewed for a total of 65 hours. This is a study of a workers' state,
but twice as much interview time is devoted to the five middle-class
families than to the five families of workers. It is also a study of the
potential of self-management, but only one respondent belongs to a
workers' council. And it is a study of Yugoslav society, but six of the
ten families include current members of the League of Communists.
When she needs a measure of reliability after all, Zukin seeks out
aggregate socioeconomic data and the quantitative studies of other
social scientists. One wonders nevertheless whether the preoccupation

with economic grievances that she found would have had another
meaning had her sample been rural, less predominantly middle-class,
or even non-Serbian.
33As Marx reminds us, however, "All science would be superfluous if the outward
appearance and the essence of things directly coincided." Capital, III (Moscow: Foreign
Language Publishing House), 797; cited in Maurice Godelier, Rationality and Irration-

ality in Economics, trans. by Brian Pearce (London: NLB I972), I. Godelier states in

his introduction, p. xxvi, that "It is therefore impossible for scientific cognition to be
built up from the spontaneous representations formed by individuals of their social
relations, and this radically refutes empiricism in all the fields where it operates. There
is no fundamental difference between the spontaneous models of their society that
individuals make for themselves, 'the set of ideas' they have regarding their 'social
structure in practical situations' (Leach), and the learned models constructed by
sociologists and economists who start from the same spontaneous representations and

whose models 'exist only as logical constructions in [their] own mind' (Leach)."
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and collective "irresponsibility" (p. i99), come from the street, not
the workplace; she assesses democratic participation in voters' meetings rather than in associations of workers. Yet, if democracy for liberals means democracy in the polity but not necessarily at the workplace,
is there a reason why the reverse should be less democratic ? Having
"expected something more democratic from self-management" (p. i9i),
Zukin concedes too easily before apparently bourgeois attitudes
for which she had sought alternatives. Attributing the meaning of
similar manifestations in a developed, capitalist democracy to what she
observes in Yugoslavia, she assumes that these manifestations contradict
self-management. As a result, we learn what self-management means
to the author, but not what it means to her subjects.
Zukin concludes that the "gap between theory and practice" in
Yugoslav socialism is wide and that it results from four factors:

(i) traditional culture; (2) industrialization and economic development; (3) the professionalization of politics; and (4) intergenerational
differences. All of this has been said before. The second and third are
from Djilas's well-known thesis developed in the early I950's.35 The
first and fourth, Shils has argued, always modify the success of ideologies
in power.36 But what if we separate Zukin's question from her data?
Freed from the specter of Utopia, Beyond Marx and Tito is a book
about social and geographic mobility, the formation of political genera-

tions, and the adaptation of ordinary individuals to uncertainty and
rapid societal change. For example, there are scattered hints that the
apathy, withdrawal from politics, and "bourgeois" values Zukin finds
in her sample do not apply to other Yugoslavs, particularly the rural
poor. Political activism, according to her younger respondents and to
what she has gleaned from sociologists such as Olivera Buric, is a means
of climbing the social ladder. Rural youths hide their insecurity, both

psychological and social, behind political activity; the lower social
strata are the seat of idealism among the young. Also, the unsocialist
public behavior to which the fascinating discussion of chapter six is
devoted might reveal, on different examination, the "ruralization of
34See Carole Pateman, "A Contribution to the Political Theory of Organizational
Democracy," Administration and Society, vii (May i975), 5-26, on the distinction
within liberalism.

35 Djilas, The New Class: An Analysis of the Communist System (New York: Praeger
I957).

36 Shils (fn. 6), 72-73.
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parents' idealism; when they con

(illustrated by a mother-daugh
ii9), the parents deny the very
drawal; and when they accept their parents as models and turn to
school, work, and the struggle for the dinar, they are unfavorably compared to the youth of the past. The author does not remind us, however,
that the major crises of i968 and 1971 centered on student unrest.
Finally, many of Zukin's examples raise profound questions about
adaptation rather than about the failure of socialist practice. There is
the awkward attempt by a university student to fulfill his self-managing responsibility of vratar (doorman) among his peers which infuriates Zukin (p. 211); there is the young student who says, "I wondered
and worried a lot over that, what is self-management?" (p. 95); and
there are the tactics of informal groups, particularly of those Zukin calls

"establishment activists," to control the course of decisions at local
voters' meetings (pp. 158-192), the adaption of a traditional instrument

-gossip-for expressing and organizing opposition in modern organizations (pp. 233-34), and the petty corruption in enterprises and offices.

"If the relatively short experience of Yugoslavia can teach us anything," writes a Yugoslav sage, "it is that the problems are far more
complicated than they appear to be when seen from the viewpoint of
modern social philosophies."38 The danger in the approach followed by
Zukin and Nord is that a perception that something is wrong-of
37 See George W. Hoffman, "Migration and Social Change," Problems of Communism, xxii (November-December I973), i6-3I; Jack Fisher, Yugoslavia-A Multinational State (San Francisco: Chandler i966); and Andrei Simic, The Peasant Urbanites: A Study of Rural-Urban Mobility in Serbia (New York and London: Seminar
Press I973).

3 2upanov, "Yugoslavia.. ." (fn. 20), 320.
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anomaly-will not become prelude to discovery. What is at stake, in
the end, is the impact on curiosity of a scholar's disillusionment, not the
apparent failure of Yugoslav practice. By the end of Nord's study we

are persuaded that Yugoslav nonalignment is not worth exploring; by
the end of Zukin's book we feel drained of any hope for or interest in
the ideal of self-management. Yet students of Yugoslavia will find
Zukin's material a rich source of ideas about self-management. Is social
ownership, as Adizes contests, necessary for the social relations of selfmanagement? In what way does industrialization contradict socialist
goals? What are the popular rather than political bases of nationalism?
Is nationalist feeling on the decline, as Denitch argues?"9 Is the bourgeois personality really a product of capitalism and exclusive to its
social system? What patterns of social consciousness do we find in
Yugoslavia? Finally, the books under review rarely ask what politics
has to do with the answer to these questions and why. As Garson argues
in his review of the literature, On Democratic Administration and
Socialist Self-Management,40 the "problems associated with Yugoslav
practice are not intrinsic to the self-management model, yet there is a
danger that misplaced judgments by academics and workers alike will
lead to rejection of the model" (p. 43).
III

In the two preceding sections I have tried to argue several points
about the treatment of ideology in studies of Yugoslav politics: that one
cannot ignore it nor treat it solely as a shimmering vision toward

which people strive; that one's own ideology influences the selection
of data and interpretations and must therefore be openly recognized;
that the role of ideology in Yugoslav society is not stable over time; that
it helps shape the behavior under study; and that judgments about its
realization must be based on an investigation of conditions which is
entirely separate from that question itself.
The poignantly human dimension of this thesis touches us in Milovan
Djilas's Parts of a Lifetime, which for the editors, Michael and Deborah
39 Denitch (fn. 4), pp. 05-I48.
40 Garson's monograph places Yugoslav self-management in the framework of contemporary efforts to democratize society, as in Western Europe and Israel. The review
is so tightly packed that its subtleties may be lost on first reading, while a second and
even third reading suggest that readers already conversant with the literature he discusses will find it most useful; further, the comparison with Israel and Europe is
implied, but neither justified nor developed.
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also experiences ideology directly-in the changes Djilas's thought has
undergone over time, in the clear distinction between his literary and
political writings, in the accounts of pragmatic decisions (such as the
organization of the federal state), and in the exchange between accusers

and accused at Djilas's I954 trial. At the same time, the volume illustrates how useful similar studies of the present Yugoslav leaders, such
as Tito and Kardelj, would be.

Above all, Parts of a Lifetime is valuable as a collection of pense'es
on Yugoslavia. For example, Djilas's Diary of Thoughts from I9531954 already contained musings that are appropriate to the issues raised
in this review:
It seems essential to me that the period of transition from capitalism to
socialism not establish any definitive philosophy nor even less any definitive social system.
The "application of Marxism" to . . . reality leads to dogmatism. For
since it is reality that is new and the theory that is old, the theory should
be adjusted to the new reality, and not reality to the new theory. The old
theory can only be a starting point for both the new theory and the new
practice....

An interesting psychological observation: whenever we Communists
come upon hard times, we always recall some universal values, but as
soon as we win-the class within us bursts out ever stronger. Why is this

so? (p. i9i; emphases in original).
Have we taken advantage of Djilas's perspicacity in our understanding of Yugoslav politics after the revolution? I think not. The conclusion to be drawn from the works reviewed here is that we continue
to take Djilas for granted: we accept his analysis without penetrating
his terms or perspective; we treat his thesis of the new class as the
assumption for further work rather than as one hypothesis; and we
thus relegate a study of Yugoslavia simply to reaffirming broad general41 Michael Milenkovitch has also compiled a useful bibliography on Djilas, Milovan
Djilas: An Annotated Bibliography, 1928-i975 (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms International I976).
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izations about authoritarian regimes. Djilas's notion of the new class
and the role of organized authority in revolution (especially historical
cases of Communist revolutions), once depersonalized and grafted
onto the prevailing notion of ideology in American social science, set
the terms of inquiry for the study of Yugoslav politics. While the
Milenkovitches' book allows us to repersonalize Djilas's terms and thus
to apply his arguments appropriately, we are still left with a literature
written behind ideological blinders.
Thus, the concept of the new class has for a generation of scholars
been a description of the political structure of Yugoslavia, whereas for
Djilas it was recognition of a class structure and its particular political
properties. Although the character of the ruling class was new as the
result of the revolution, its politics were necessarily old and familiar to
him precisely because there were still classes.
Nevertheless, it came to be accepted that nothing in the politics of
Yugoslavia was novel after the revolution and thus, that there was
nothing there to study;42 in this view, the state remained an authoritarian polity in the formal-legal sense, in which authority was being
wielded for the same reasons and in the same way as in all other
authoritarian, essentially one-party states. The main question for research was to determine who was in control in any particular instance
(so as to reaffirm the party's role), rather than to look for how control
was exercised, what constraints there were on its use within the society,
what impact this form of authority had on outcomes, or even whether
the formal-legal structure of authoritarianism best described what was
actually there. The sole sign of change in this political structure could
be administrative-namely, decentralization-even if the nature of
power remained the same at a lower level.43 It seemed, further, that the
reasons Djilas gave for the nature of authority in Communist regimesthe revolution and the need to industrialize to catch up with the West
-were replaced by a vague consensus about the nature of Communist
parties, so that only a change in the role of the party (rather than, for
example, industrialization or distance from the revolution) could pro42Djilas writes, "The political structure in many ways remains just as it emerged
from the revolution" (p. 401). Denitch, writing from a similar perspective as Djilas
was originally, observes that "Self-management has launched processes in the base of the
society which have not yet produced an appropriate political superstructure. This is,
if for no other reason, because the political structure has a history and tradition while
the social system is new." "Notes on the Relevance of Yugoslav Self-management,"
Politics and Society, iII (Summer I973), 489; emphasis in original. The statement, however, could easily be misleading in the sense I am discussing.
43 Suvar (fn. 23), asserts that decentralization to the republican level has only transferred the monolithic concept of power to a different sphere, but has not changed the
nature of power exercised in Yugoslavia.
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duce a change in the authoritar
thesis itself was never subjected
The liberal foundations of American social science seem to have
reinforced these preconceptions. The formal-legal view of government
looked to a country's constitution for its political structure; significant
changes in politics produced by economic and social developments were
disregarded as long as they could not be measured by changes in the
laws. At the same time, scholars were often blind to the significant
lag in Yugoslavia between passage of a law and its implementation.
When the Yugoslavs insisted on replacing or amending their constitution so often, Western social scientists assumed that they had little respect for the rule of law. Yugoslavs, however, engineer constitutions

to make basic, ideologically directed changes in the structure of the
economy. If necessary, they can handle the control of ideas (the intelligentsia and the mass media), of the means of coercion (the police and
the army), and of popular participation (the party and its associated
organizations) by purge, since these three bases of rule are personalistic.
Control of capital, on the other hand, depends on role and structure,
not on persons, so that here purge does not work; only a change in the
structure itself can lead to changes in the economy. In the Yugoslav
view, the polity is not shaped by laws as much as by the conditions of
the economy and of social relations: the structure of power changes
continually with conditions and is rarely described by constitutional
(formal-legal) symbols.
Liberal precepts about the individual as the basic social unit have
also led social scientists to misunderstand the concept of self-management, the influence of ethnohistorical cleavages on the structure of
society, the foundations and consequent role of the single party in a

corporatist rather than individualist state,45 and the nature of political
participation. The idea that democracy means individual political participation in the state has only reinforced the social scientists' misuse
of Djilas's argument: it seemed to reaffirm that Yugoslavia was indeed
44An attempt to confront one part of Djilas's thesis with hard data does occur in
Frank Parkin, Yugoslavia," in Margaret Scotford Archer and Salvador Giner, eds.,

Contemporary Europe: Class, Status and Power (New York: St. Martin's Press I971),

pp. 3I2-15.

45 One of the best analyses of Yugoslav society at the moment (though it does n

intend to be and is limited to certain aspects), is the discussion of corporatism by Rona
Rogowski and Lois Wasserspring, Does Political Development Exist? Corporatism in

Old and New Societies, Sage Professional Paper in Comparative Politics, II: OI-024
(Beverly Hills and London: Sage Publications I97I). Rogowski takes the argumen

further in Rational Legitimacy: A Theory of Political Support (Princeton: Princeton

University Press I974).
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an authoritarian state and an alienated political culture,46 in spite of
Yugoslav assumptions about, for instance, the primacy of the economy
over the polity, and of workplace democracy over governmental democracy. Rather, Yugoslav citizens were considered to be alienated because
they did not act as if governmental politics were primary and economic
and social issues secondary. Zukin is right that data analysis dependent
solely on aggregation of individual attitudes and behavior is inappropriate to the Yugoslav polity-not, as she would have it, because it
"exploits" the subjects, but because its use can so easily lead to a misunderstanding of the system.

Finally, many students of post-revolutionary Yugoslavia have kept
ideology antiseptically separate from the grime of authoritarian politics.
Assuming that the role of ideology is to establish goals for the new
society, scholars have proceeded to view Yugoslav goals as set, and

politics solely as administration and social control. Not surprisingly,
descriptions and analyses of Yugoslav politics look very much like those
of administrative systems in the West, such as Britain's and France's
(before Suleiman's attempt to reintegrate politics into the study of
administration in France)." The pragmatism of the administrator and
engineer has been emphasized. For Johnson, Yugoslavia is "muddling

through" (p. 59); for Adizes, its policy is "crisis-oriented,"48 and for
Singleton it is "ad-hoc" (p. 288) ;49 for both Zukin and Singleton, there
is continuing compromise with principle and short-term decisions.50

Descriptions of Yugoslav politics have attended only to outcomes, in
particular at the federal (system-wide) level, and not to inputs or the
process of decision making. Constraints on leaders have not been
studied, and raw politics, particularly grass-roots attempts to change

46 This conclusion is not limited to non-Yugoslav social scientists. In Yugoslavia it

is associated with Pavle Novosel, who maintains that Yugoslav political culture, especially among the young, should be labelled "alienated"; see his "Politicka Kultura u S.R.

Hrvatskoj [Political Culture in the S.R. of Croatia]," Politicka Misao, I970, for example.
Novosel is trying to explain the decline in political interest among young people, however; his argument should not be taken as a reason for not asking what leads an
ordinary individual to forego his political alienation, or for not expecting grass-roots

participation at all.

47 Ezra N. Suleiman, Politics, Power, and Bureaucracy in France: The Administrative
Elite (Princeton: Princeton University Press I974).
48 Adizes (fn. 2i), 8; for France, see the argument of Michel Crozier in The Bureaucratic Phenomenon (Chicago: University of Chicago Press i964).
49Although Singleton does give this impression, his book contains much material
that would permit a different perspective.
50 see also Milenkovitch (fn. 20), who cites George W. Hoffman and Fred W. Neal,
Yugoslavia and the New Communism (New York: Twentieth Century Fund i962),
gon, to emphasize the "pragmatic quality" of theoretical speculation in Yugoslavia.
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the order of social preferences
been assumed that administrat

the remarkable responsiveness
cumstances is little known.
Viewing ideology solely as a guide to intended change of a system,
scholars have concentrated on the pace of change set by leaders, on

the extent of their success in accomplishing such changes (the gap
between theory and practice), and on the "traditionalism" of citizens

which slows the pace. Yet, is not a system undergoing rapid change,
or at least attempting it, a far better subject for studying conservatismin particular, the conservative mentality, renewed particularism, and
protective mechanisms of individuals trying to find balance and sta-

bility under conditions of uncertainty-than an openly conservative
society? Moreover, having forgotten the importance of "illusion" to
revolutionary and ideologized societies, we have tended to treat "disillusionment" among the citizenry as an extreme form of dissatisfaction

leading to withdrawal, rather than as a novel element of the political
culture created by that ideology. Finally, just as the Aristotelian classification has plagued comparative politics, so the scholarship on Yugoslavia has been beset by a classification keyed to the two stages of its

revolution (1941-1945 and 1949-1953) and its ideology, without regard
to postrevolutionary changes in that ideology or to the role of changing
conditions: although clearly the Yugoslav system fits none of these
categories, it has been assumed to bounce regularly between capitalist,
statist, and self-managing politics.52
Our knowledge of the details of Yugoslav politics is increasing, but
it is not clear whether we know their context, or the relationship between power and goals, economy and polity, leaders and masses. We
do know that the expression of popular discontent has followed increases in disagreement within the party; that organizational approaches to stability have dominated thus far; that the less the federal
government and the party attempt to direct changes, the less political
consensus is necessary.53 We know that individual participation in
51 George Klein does suggest that the nationalist crisis of I97I must be understood as
a growth of grass-roots politics and the appearance of a generation of leadership with
strong ties to active constituencies within the republics. "The Role of Ethnic Politics in

the Czechoslovak Crisis of i968 and the Yugoslav Crisis of ii," paper presented to
the I974 Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association.

52See Dusan Bilandzic, Ideje i Praksa Drus'tvenog Razvoja Jugoslavije, 1945-1973

[Ideas and Praxis in the Social Development of Yugoslavia, I945-I973] (Belgrade:
Komunist I973), 294.

53 On this point, see writings by Milenkovitch (e.g., fn. 20) and Rusinow (fn. 7).
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terms,54 are designed to mo
tional system from one based on market exchange. We do not know
whether this apparently corporatist state can also be Marxist; whether
there are avenues within the current political structure for channeling
increasing social differentiation; what the differences are between oneparty and multi-party political mechanisms; whether identities are

shifting from ethnicity and territory toward communities of work
(presumably necessary for self-management); and how our ignorance
of the private sector, whether urban or rural, distorts our overall perception.

That we do not understand the actual structure of politics in current
Yugoslavia is not only important in itself but also limits our ability to
respond to the questions that so many people want answered. To get
beyond description and assess Yugoslavia's potential as a socialist state,
the extent of its corporatist character, the actual role of ideology in
postrevolutionary circumstances, the extent to which social environment is shaping consciousness or the converse, what conflicts exist
between the demands of economic growth and efficiency and the
achievement of social justice as prescribed by self-managing socialism,
to what extent studies of attitudes can inform us about the structure of
this system,55 and ultimately its possibilities for stability after Tito, we
need to know more than we do now and be freer from the intellectual
prejudices of the past.
54 see Karl Polanyi, Conrad Arensberg, and Harry Pearson, eds., Trade and Market
in the Early Empires (Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press I957).
55 Ivan giber finds, in a survey of political attitudes and socialization among rural
youths, that while they respond appropriately (i.e., positively) to statements containing
the self-management ideals, they also respond positively to statements containing attitudes giber identifies with bourgeois society-even though these two sets of attitudes

should be mutually exclusive or at least contradictory. "Politicka socijalizacija seoske
omladine" [Political Socialization of Rural Youth], Sociologija Sela xiii (NovemberDecember I975).
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